FACETING EQUIPMENT
“YOUR LAPIDARY
GENERAL STORE”

MLS

Order Toll Free: (888) 612-3444

Minnesota Lapidary Supply

Web Site: www.lapidarysupplies.com

FACETRON by Jarvi Tool Co.
A Lapidary Luxury is how most faceter’s describe the Facetron
because of it’s ease of operation, superior quality and precision that
makes it a joy to create beautiful gemstones. Some of the features
of the Facetron include:
Dial Indicator stop system.
Micro-height adjustment.
Two quart water coolant system.
Powerful permanent magnet motor, variable speed, 115 VAC.
Machine used standard 8" diameter, ½" arbor hole discs.
Dop chuck with exclusive cam lock system.
Digital protractor provides 1/10 of a degree angle settings.
Master anchor lever.
Precision index wheel.
Electronic speed control.

GRINDING and POLISH DISCS FOR THIS
MACHINE AVAILABLE ON PAGES 39 & 40!!
Complete Facetron Kit includes all you need to begin making fine gemstones except laps:
The Facetron Owners Manual.
ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE FOR THIS
Faceting Instruction Book.
MACHINE, PLEASE CONTACT US FOR A
A set of 15 dops.
LIST AND PRICES.
Water system.
The complete Facetron machine.
Your choice of any index gear (96 - All Purpose recommended as first index gear).
Acculign Transfer Stand for unequaled precision and ease of use. Locating bar holds keyed dops for perfect
stone transfers.
LIFETIME WARRANTY against defects in materials or workmanship.
MLS PART #: 213000

Price: $3,495.00**

The COMPLETE ACCESSORY KIT for the FACETRON FACETING MACHINE Includes:
8" DIAMOND DISC.

260 grit diamond lap, nickel bonded for fast smooth roughing

and preforming.

8" DIAMOND DISC.

ULTRALAPS

3 – 5 packs of 8" Ultra Laps including Aluminum Oxide, “Spectra” Cerium
Oxide and Tin Oxide; Three different compounds charged on a flexible Mylar disc. Most
popular and cleanest way to polish stones with a hardness less than 9.

1200 mesh diamond lap, metal bonded in nickel for extra-fine

ALCOHOL LAMP.

cutting and prepolishing.

8" ALUMINUM MASTER LAP.

¼” thick precision machined aluminum. Use

BOOK.

under Ultra Laps, thin discs, etc.

BLACK STICK (DOP).

Used to heat stone to stick stone to dop..

“Facet Cutters Handbook” by Soukup.

To Purchase this PACKAGE:

A heat sensitive adhesive for temporarily bonding the gem

MLS PART #: 215010

to a dop.

Price: $273.00

WE HAVE A FEW GRAVES PARTS LEFT IN STOCK AS FOLLOWS:

MLS Part #: 212000

STANDARD DOP SET by
GRAVES

PROFESSIONAL DOP SET by
GRAVES

A preferred beginners dop set. This set
includes 14 of the most common used
dops and a table dop (used to cut the
table on a gem). Made of brass and
packaged in a sturdy wooden block for
convenience and easy storage.

This set of 30 dops contains one of
each type/size of standard dops that
Graves makes. Made of brass and
packaged in a sturdy wooden block for
convenience and easy storage. Does
not contain the “TABLE” dop.

Price: $68.00

MLS Part #: 212100
27

Price: $118.50

